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Cagliari is a big city and a major port.  The hotel clerk confirmed that the greater area 
supports six hundred thousand residents.  The port is just stunning to behold: large, 
protected and ringed by outer islands.  There are a number of channels that feed off to 
separate ports for cruise ships, container vessels or tankers.  

Stylish and sophisticated Cagliari. The professional couple one table away, dressed 
urban chic and appearing to be their daily style.  There is no dress down among the 
professionals and middle-aged folks, just the young in designer jeans, immigrants in 
baggies and the disenfranchised poor.  Many are walking about with shiny, colored 
shopping bags displaying big designer logos. Cars struggle to make progress. 

Now six thirty in the evening; cafes and walkers are coming to life for evening social and 
promenade.  Now is happy hour when young, old, families, tourists and locals are out in 
force.  My cafe is chosen for atmosphere, outdoor seating and context necessary for 
writing.  Most customers are just drinking and the air is thick with tobacco.  Cell phones 
are on many tables and ears, cool jazz in playing and the waiters wear white aprons 
down to their shoes.  The single young waitress is wearing a modernized French maid 
outfit. 

This is Antico Caffe, in business since 1855.  A cafe as old as the city of San Francisco. 
Outdoor seating is enclosed by a travertine waist high wall topped with a gorgeous iron 
balustrade finished with spikes and brass balls.  Empty tables are quickly filled. 
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En route to discovery of Antico Caffe I heard prayers while passing passed an open.  
The  most unobtrusive chapel along the main shopping alleyway was conducting 
meditation, which I joined.  The interior is ornate in the extreme, with inlaid polished 
marble of many different colors covering the walls, gilded frames adorn altars and many 
hanging objects.  The chapel is surrounded by lingerie stores, plus Gucci, Rolex and 
high end baby shops.  I have passed that entrance twice before without notice of the 
chapel or considered that a “hundreds year old” sanctuary could be located in such a 
setting. 

The Cagliari museums are located within the old citadel, itself within the old walled city 
on the hilltop.  Beyond the archeological, cultural and medieval art museums, the 
collection of art from Siam, collected by a ship captain and donated to the city, is breath 
taking.  A unique collection of Buddha, ivory, weapons, opium pipes and ornamental 
vases.  The ornamental weapons blew my mind, the ivory buddha brought it back.  
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Cagliari revealed two instances to this traveler of WWII allied bomb damage.  Just down 
the street from my hotel the jagged pocks in the lowest stone walls struck me 
immediately as such.  Deep penetration in the middle of large stone blocks meant to me 
the bomb likely landed in the middle of the street, likely demolishing the upper masonry 
floors from concussion, but just seriously damaging the granite blocks with fragments.  
The story goes, by the museum staff, that Palermo was overcast that day in 1943 so the 
allies made their drop on Cagliari instead, leaving the city half destroyed.  
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